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Azure Serve
Azure Serve is a unique opportunity devised by Evros. It allows you to
experience Windows Virtual Desktop, enabled through Azure, in a secure,
compliant manner – no matter how sensitive your data or your regulatory
requirements.
Microsoft Azure is already enabling millions of users around the world to access their data – wherever they are.
However, for the organisations whose data is highly sensitive or whose industry is strictly regulated, accessing data
outside of the digital confines of the office, can present a variety of compliance issues.

What is Azure Serve?
Azure Serve is a unique, technical opportunity for
organisations to see how we would deliver all of the tools
and information your users need, while adhering to all of
your compliance, governance and security requirements.
Windows Virtual Desktop is extremely accessible
and simple to deploy. However, configuring the service so
that it fulfils all of your application, as well as all of your
compliance requirements, is much more complex.
Azure Serve addresses this gap, by giving you a Proof of
Concept which is configured exactly to your requirements
so you can accurately assess if it suits your business
needs,” says Joe Carlyle, Principal Azure Solution
Architect and Microsoft MVP.

Unique benefits
Windows Virtual Desktop is the only service
that can leverage Windows 10 Enterprise
multi-session.
We can ensure your environment runs as
efficiently and lightweight as possible.
Windows Virtual Desktop reduces the
administration required by managing the
connectivity layer for you.

€

If you would like to leverage Windows Server
via Windows Virtual Desktop, Azure Hybrid
Use Benefit can greatly reduce the cost of
your service and is an offer unique to Azure.

Evros will deliver

Azure Serve delivers the following
engagements:

1

Requirements Workshop
We identify your application and/or
desktop requirements and understand
what it is you want to serve to your end
users.

2

Solution Design
Our team of experienced Azure experts
will then build your virtual desktop
deployment to the correct, unique
configuration required.

3

Testing
We will then perform vigorous User
Acceptance Testing to ensure your Proof
of Concept is accurate and beneficial.

4

Documentation and
Opportunity of Deployment
Finally, we will document our solution
for you to review. At this point, Evros
can hopefully engage with via a followon deployment phase to progress your
POC to Production.

The Evros
Cloud Advisory Team
The Evros Cloud Advisory Team is built upon dedicated
Cloud consultants who provide expertise across a wide
range of cloud technologies, including Azure Public
Cloud, Private Cloud Solutions and Hybrid deployments
such as Azure Stack, PaaS and SaaS services.
Evros wants you to get the most from your investment.
Our team will guide you through each stage of your
cloud journey and advise on identity management,
compliance, DR, development and licensing as well as
long-term Microsoft Azure managed services.

Who We Are
Evros is a proud Microsoft Gold Partner,
enabling businesses like yours to deploy a
consistent Azure experience that maximises
efficiency, flexibility and productivity.

How We Help
The Evros Azure team will help you:
Create clarity surrounding your Azure
deployment, controls and financial oversight.
Optimise cost measures and facilitate your
migration to a subscription-based model.
Benefit from an Azure architecture
customised for your enterprise requirements.
Enhance your Cloud compliance, governance
and security.

Established in 1990, Evros leads the way in
developing quality and innovation within the
IT services industry.
Our true strength is the ability to help
identify, build and manage the exact cloud
solution for your business today and your
growth, tomorrow.
Evros Technology Group comprises
Digital Planet, itContracting, eSource and
mySoftware.ie.

Are you looking for a new way to work?
The team at Evros will ensure your Azure deployment meets all of your requirements, which we can demonstrate to
you in a controlled and safe manner, through Azure Serve.

Contact the Evros team to arrange your Azure Serve consultation today.
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